This paper investigates asymmetric increasing trends in dependence in major international equity markets. To this end, we develop a multiple-regime smooth-transition copula GARCH model and address several important questions, including the number of regimes and the existence of increasing asymmetric trends in dependence. Our results suggest that two or three regimes are sufficient for describing the dependence trends in international equity markets over the last 35 years with significant asymmetric increases. In addition, the implied time-series of three dependence measures show a wide variety of dynamics, demonstrating the usefulness of our framework to describe asymmetric increasing dependence trends. Finally, we evaluate the economic significance of our empirical finding based on the 99% value at risk and expected shortfall. Our result indicates that both risk measures have increased approximately 20% over the last 35 years in major equity markets.
Introduction
The study of time-varying dependence structures in international equity markets has recently attracted increasing attention among theorists, empirical researchers, and practitioners for numerous reasons. For instance, investors need to assess the degree of comovement among international stock returns accurately to construct a well diversified portfolio. In addition, to evaluate risk measures, such as the Value at Risk (VaR) and expected shortfall (ES), risk managers should take into account interdependence in international equity markets.
Ignoring an increase in dependence could lead to a considerable under-evaluation of those risk measures. Policy makers also have to pay close attention to contagion, which is caused by dependence between extreme negative shocks across international financial markets. If contagion effects became important, a financial crisis occurring in one country would have substantial effects on other countries, amplifying concerns for policy makers as well as market investors.
Another reason for the existence of a growing number of studies on dynamics of dependence in international equity markets is associated with financial market integration. Over the last three decades, the circumstances of the world financial markets have changed dramatically. Examples of this include an increase of world economic relations, competition and globalization, development of the world transportation system, reduction of trade barriers, and evolution in information technology. In addition, according to the IMF's Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER), 1 many industrial countries have experienced a rapid increase in their degree of financial openness since the mid-1980s. One natural consequence of these changes is a promotion of financial market integration. Indeed, the de facto measures recently constructed by Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007) indicate that financial integration in industrial countries was promoted gradually throughout the 1970s and 1980s, and accelerated throughout the mid-1990s. 2 It is not unreasonable to assume that the promotion of financial market integration would affect 1 AREAER reports a set of de jure measures of restrictions on cross-border capital flows, and is widely used to measure financial openness. comovements among international financial markets.
The main contribution of this paper is to investigate asymmetric increasing trends in dependence in international equity markets systematically. In particular, the paper addresses tional stock markets and find a significant increasing trend that can be explained by neither volatility nor other financial and macroeconomic variables. Thus, whereas there has been much empirical work in this area, it is fair to say that there is not enough evidence that dependence in international equity markets is permanently and asymmetrically increasing. This paper will provide another evidence of asymmetric increasing dependence in international equity markets.
Recently, Kumar and Okimoto (2011) propose the two-regime smooth transition copula-GARCH (STCG) model to examine correlation dynamics in international government securities markets. This paper extends their model to the multiple-regime smooth transition asymmetric copula model, differing from the aforementioned previous studies in several ways. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model and the idea behind our methodology. Section 3 provides the empirical results, followed by some robustness check in Section 4. Implications of our empirical findings for international diversification and risk management are examined in Section 5. Lastly, Section 6 concludes.
Model and Estimation
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate asymmetric increasing dependence in international equity markets. It is desirable to model the dependence structure and evolutionary process in a flexible way. To this end, we propose using a multiple-regime smooth-transition given some information set F t−1 can be decomposed into two parts: conditional marginal distributions F 1 (·|F t−1 ) and F 2 (·|F t−1 ), describing the conditional marginal behavior of X 1t
and X 2t , and a conditional copula C(·|F t−1 ), representing the dependence structure between X 1t and X 2t . More specifically, H can be written as follows:
Here, θ C is a parameter vector for the copula, θ 1 and θ 2 are parameter vectors for each marginal distribution, and θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ C ) is a parameter vector for the joint distribution. As a consequence, marginal distributions and a dependence structure can be specified independently with great flexibility. In addition, we model copula parameters using the multiple-regime smooth-transition model. By doing so, we can capture dominant trends in dependence, together with possible regime changes. In the following subsections, we describe models for the marginal distributions, copula, and dynamics of dependence. Then we derive the conditional log-likelihood function to estimate the models via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
Marginal distributions
For marginal distributions we use the GARCH(1,1) model with Normal or Student's tdisturbance. Specifically, the model for the marginal distribution can be expressed as
for t = 1, . . . , T and i = 1, 2, where T is the sample size. We assume v it follows the standard Normal distribution or Student's t-distribution with mean 0, variance 1, and degrees of freedom ν i . This specification is motivated by the well-known fact that the GARCH (1, 1) model (with Student's t-disturbance) is able to capture many features of financial data, such as volatility clustering and fat-tailedness. Since no strong serial correlation is observed in each series, we simply model the conditional expectation as a constant without an AR term.
In addition, we do not include the leverage effect term in the GARCH model, since it is not always significant and does not affect the empirical results.
5 Furthermore, to keep our model tractable, we do not assume a smooth-transition structure in the marginal model.
The empirical results, however, are not sensitive to this assumption as we will see in Section 4.
Note that our copula framework allows us to use the t-disturbance to capture fattailedness. This is of great importance, as we will confirm in the next section, since the tail behavior of international stock returns may not be well characterized by the Normal GARCH model. With an extra parameter for the tail-thickness, the t-GARCH model contains five parameters:
while the Normal GARCH model contains four parameters:
Copula
We use the Normal copula as a benchmark. The Normal copula is the copula for the multivariate Normal distribution and is given as follows:
Here, Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the standard Normal distribution. It is important to note that with the Normal copula and Normal GARCH marginals we obtain the multivariate Normal GARCH model, which has been used in much of the previous literature concerning comovements in stock returns. Note also that in this case δ 1 is equivalent to the usual linear correlation between two variables. For this reason, the Normal copula can capture only linear and symmetric dependence. In addition, it can be shown that the Normal copula exhibits no tail dependence. 6 To investigate the possible asymmetric evolution of tail dependences we employ two other copulas; the symmetrized Joe-Clayton (SJC) copula and the symmetrized Hüsler-Reiss (SHR) copula.
The SJC copula was proposed by Patton (2006a) to model asymmetric exchange rate dependence. It is based on the Joe-Clayton (JC) copula given by
where κ = 1/ log 2 (2 − δ 1 ) and γ = 1/ log 2 (δ 2 ). With this specification, two copula dependence parameters, δ 1 and δ 2 , for the JC copula are coincident with upper and lower tail dependences, respectively. Patton (2006a) points out that even when the two copula dependence parameters are equal, there is still some (slight) asymmetry in the JC copula and symmetrizes it as
The SJC copula is a mixture of the JC copula and the survival JC copula.
7 By construction, 6 For a proof of this statement see Embrechts, McNeil, and Straumann (2003) . The definition of upper and lower tail dependences are given in the next section. 7 The survival copula C of a copula C is defined using a survival function as
the SJC copula nests symmetry as a special case, making it a more interesting specification for examining the existence of asymmetric dependence, from an empirical perspective, than the JC copula.
The SHR copula is based on the Hüsler-Reiss (HR) copula, whose survival copula was identified as the best copula for describing a bear regime in international equity markets by Okimoto (2008) . 8 The HR copula is expressed as
Note that the HR copula has only one parameter, which is monotonically related to the upper tail dependence. 9 In addition, it is known that the HR copula exhibits no lower tail dependence. In other words, the HR copula is incapable of capturing lower tail dependence and symmetric dependence for any parameter values, which is undesirable from an empirical perspective. Therefore, following Patton (2006a), we symmetrize it as
As a consequence, the SHR copula has two dependence parameters, δ 1 and δ 2 . While δ 1 characterizes upper tail dependence, δ 2 captures lower tail dependence.
Although both the SHR and SJC copulas can describe asymmetric dependence, there is one notable difference between the SHR and SJC copulas, which is the maximum degree of tail dependence. By construction, the maximum value for the upper and lower tail dependences for the SHR copula is 0.5, while that for the SJC copula is 1. Recall that the Normal copula has no tail dependence. Thus, our model specification can capture a wide variety of tail dependences.
Note that we allow the copula parameters to be time-dependent. The model for the dynamics of dependence is discussed in detail in the next subsection. 8 Okimoto (2008) refers to the survival HR copula as simply the HR copula. 9 It is not easy to parameterize the HR copula using the upper tail dependence as we do with the JC copula, since the analytical representation for the upper tail dependence coefficient of the HR copula is equal to 2 − 2φ(δ −1 ). See Mathieu and Mohammed (2012) for the representation.
Dynamics of dependence
To examine the asymmetric increasing trends in dependence in international equity markets, we need to specify a model for the dynamics of the copula parameters. To this end, we adopt the multiple-regime smooth-transition model. The smooth-transition model is formally analyzed by Teräsvirta (1994) 
(1)
Here, θ ci = (δ
i , d
i ) , and G(·) is a transition function that is modeled by the logistic function as
where s t is a transition variable, and γ and d are smoothness and location parameters, respectively. Note that for the SHR and SJC copula models, we assume that the two copula parameters share the same transition parameters, i.e. d
2 for j = 1, 2. This assumption is necessary to conduct the hypothesis test for the equality of one of the copula parameters across regimes, without identification problems. Nonetheless, this assumption is innocuous for the purpose of this paper, since the dynamics of two copula parameters can be very different as δ (2005), we use a linear time trend; specifically, we set s t = t/T . In addition, we assume
≤ 0.99 so that we can detect the dependence transition within the sample period. Under this assumption, each copula parameter, δ it , changes smoothly from
with time, as first the function G (1) changes from 0 to 1, followed by a similar change in G (2) . As a consequence, we can capture dominant trends of dependence in international equity markets together with possible regime changes over the last 35 years.
Another attractive feature of this framework is that data can choose the best pattern for the transition of copula parameters. The change is abrupt for large values of γ, while the transition is gradual for small values of γ. In addition, the location parameter d can adjust the location of the inflection points.
Likelihood Function
Since we have fully specified the model, we can derive the (conditional) log-likelihood function l(θ) to implement the MLE, where θ is a vector of parameters to estimate. Differentiating the conditional joint distribution (??) with respect to each x it , we can get the conditional joint density h as
where f i (·|F t−1 ) for i = 1, 2 is the conditional marginal density of X it , and c is the conditional density of a copula defined as
With the use of equations (??) and (??), the log-likelihood function l(θ) can be obtained as
where θ C = θ c1 for the Normal copula and θ C = (θ c1 , θ c2 ) for the SJC and SHR copulas.
By maximizing it with respect to θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ C ) , we can get the MLE of θ and calculate the Akaike information criterion (AIC) for model comparison.
This study is based on weekly total market price index data, denominated in US dollars, for four of the largest equity markets, namely the French, German, U.S., and U.K markets.
The data are obtained from Datastream with a sample period running from January, 1973
to June, 2008. To achieve our goal of examining asymmetric increasing trends in dependence in international equity markets, the markets investigated should be representative of total markets and should be reasonably well integrated throughout the sample period; this is arguably the case for the four markets investigated.
To make a comprehensive comparison, we consider the following four STCG models:
Multivariate Normal model (MVN model), Normal copula model with Student-t margins (NC model), SHR copula model with Student-t margins (SHRC model), and SJC copula model with Student-t margins (SJCC model). Note that the superior performance of the t-GARCH model over the Normal GARCH model is evident, and we use the Normal GARCH specification only for the MVN model. We set the number of regimes from one to four for each model, generating sixteen models in total. By estimating these models, we can compare a wide variety of dependence evolutions and empirically choose the best dynamics for the international stock return data. We can then attempt to answer the questions addressed in the Introduction.
Model comparison
In this section, we compare the estimation results from four STCG models. We fit these models to the pairs of stock returns taken from FR, GE, UK, and US equity markets. In other words, all models are estimated for six different country-pairs. In addition, we allow each model to have multiple regimes ranging from one to four. Thus, we estimate sixteen models for six pairs. here to save space, the degrees of freedom for the t-distribution is estimated as less than 10 for most of the cases. These results suggest the importance of capturing the fat-tailedness of marginal distributions.
Second, the results indicate that two and three regime models are chosen as the best model for three pairs each. In other words, neither one-nor four-regime models are the best models for all country-pairs, meaning that two or three regimes can describe the dependence trends in international equity market over the last thirty-five years.
Lastly, the table also provides a strong indication of the dominance of the SHRC model over the other three models. The SHRC model is chosen as the best model for five out of six pairs. This clearly suggests the importance of capturing asymmetric trends in tail dependences, which we will formally test in the next subsection. Although the SJCC model can also describe asymmetric tail-dependence evolution, it seems to have too much tail dependence, worsening the fit compared to the SHRC model for all cases.
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In sum, the conclusions of our comprehensive model comparison are clear: Capturing the fat-tailedness of marginal distributions is indispensable for modeling international stock returns. In addition, the three dependence regimes sufficiently describe dependence trends in international equity markets over the last 35 years. Furthermore, the SHRC model dominatly outperforms the other models. Given these observations, in the following subsections, we will use the best fitting SHRC model-specifically the three-regime model for the FR-GE and FR-UK pairs and the two-regime model for the other pairs-to investigate the time evolution of dependence in international equity markets in detail, as we seek answers to the four remaining questions posed in the Introduction.
Hypothesis tests
In this subsection, we conduct two hypothesis tests to answer questions (iii) and (iv). The first hypothesis test examines whether there has been a significant increase in dependence in international equity markets over the last 35 years. To this end, we conduct a Wald test of the equality of the upper and lower tail copula parameters between the first and last regimes.
Thus, the null hypothesis can be expressed as H 0 : δ
for the two regime model or
for the three regime model. Correspondingly, the alternative hypothesis can be written as
for the three regime model.
The second test concerns the asymmetric trends in dependence. We conduct a Wald test of the equality of the upper and lower tail copula parameters across each regime. In other words, the null hypothesis of the test is H 0 : δ
2 , while the corresponding alternative hypothesis is H 1 : δ Table 2 reports the estimates for the SHR copula parameters for each regime and the pvalues of the two tests as stated above. As can be seen from the table, the estimation results indicate that the latter regime has larger copula parameters for all pairs. For instance, for the FR-GE pair, the upper tail copula parameter is estimated as 1.05 for the first regime, 2.37 for the second regime, and 5.30 for the third regime, while the lower tail copula parameter for each regime is estimated as 0.92, 1.47, and 6.56, respectively. Thus, the estimation results suggest that international equity markets have become more interdependent in recent years.
This statement is formally tested by the first test. The p-values of the test can be found in the last column of Table 2 . As can be seen, all p-values are less than 0.05, meaning there are significant increasing trends in dependence in both tails for all country pairs.
This result seems to be in contrast to the recent finding by Bekaert, Hodrick, and Zhang (2009), of no significant upward trend in cross-country correlations. However, their estimates of the trends in correlation for G7 countries indicate that correlations in G7 countries have increased by at least 0.18 during the last 26 years, which is consistent with our finding of increasing trends in dependence. We suspect that the difference most likely comes from the low power of their tests due to a nonparametric framework and a relatively small sample with 52 observations.
Regarding the asymmetric evolution, the evidence is less clear, but the results still suggest the importance of accommodating asymmetric dependence. As can be seen from the pvalues of the second test shown in the last row of each pair's result in Table 2 , five out of six country pairs exhibit some asymmetry in at least one regime at the 5% significance level. In particular, four pairs indicate asymmetric dependence in either the first or middle regime. Note also that these asymmetries have become negligible in the latter regime for three country pairs. As a consequence asymmetric dependence is insignificant in the most recent regime for four out of six pairs. We, therefore, conclude that allowing asymmetric dependence is important, particularly in earlier periods, to describe the dependence trends in international equity markets.
Dynamics of dependence
In the last subsection, we showed that there have been significant increases in dependence in international equity markets and dependence evolution could be asymmetric between the upper and lower tails of the joint distribution. In this subsection, we investigate the dynamics of dependence in international equity markets over the last 35 years to see when the important increases occurred and which tail contributed most to the increases. To this end, we calculate three copula-based dependence measures, Spearman's rho, and upper and lower tail dependences, at each time based on the estimated time series of copula parameters obtained from the best fit SHRC model.
11 By doing so, we can evaluate three aspects of dependence and in a more appropriate way than using only one non-copula-based measure, Spearman's rho is defined to be proportional to the probability of concordance minus the probability of discordance for the two vectors (X 1 , Y 1 ) and (X 2 , Y 3 ), i.e., a pair of vectors with the same marginals, but one vector has a joint distribution with copula C, while the components of the other are independent. It can also be considered to be the linear correlation between F X (X) and F Y (Y ), which can be calculated from a copula as follows:
Tail dependence measures the dependence in the upper-right-quadrant or lower-leftquadrant tail of a bivariate distribution. It is a concept that is relevant to dependence in extreme values. The definition of upper (lower) tail dependence is the probability that one variable takes an extremely large positive (negative) value, given that the other variable took an extremely large positive (negative) value. The upper tail dependence can be equivalently defined in terms of copulas as follows:
provided the limit exists. Similarly, the lower tail dependence can be defined as
A bivariate copula C has upper (lower) tail dependence if λ U ∈ (0, 1] (λ L ∈ (0, 1]) and no
Using these three copula-based measures, we can examine three aspects of dependence; general dependence among stock returns measured by Spearman's rho, and dependence between the joint extreme positive (negative) returns evaluated by the upper (lower) tail dependence. In addition, our smooth-transition copula framework allows us to evaluate these three measures in each time period. As a consequence, we can investigate the dynamics of dependence and understand the sources of dependence changes in detail. there is some difference in the first increase between the two pairs. For the FR-GE pair, upper tail dependence was slightly more influential than lower tail dependence, whereas for the FR-UK pair, lower tail dependence was the most influential.
The second group includes the FR-US and GE-US pairs. These pairs underwent a gradual increase in dependence from 1987, with a larger increase in upper tail dependence than in lower tail dependence. For the FR-US pair, upper tail dependence at the beginning of the sample period was 0.06, which was less than half of the lower tail dependence. However, upper tail dependence rose to 0.33 by the end of the sample period, making it slightly higher than the end-of-sample lower tail dependence of 0.31. The GE-US pair shows a more remarkable increase in upper tail dependence; rising from 0 at the beginning, to 0.35 at the end of the sample period, and exceeding lower tail dependence by 0.10.
The remaining two pairs constitute the last group. The GE-UK and UK-US pairs' dependence increased almost linearly over the entire sample period. Like the second group, upper tail dependence played a more active role for this group. In particular, for the GE-UK pair upper tail dependence always exceeded lower tail dependence and the difference extended from 0.02 to 0.1 during the sample period. For the UK-US pair, upper and lower tail dependences were 0.05 and 0.13, respectively, at the beginning of the sample period, while both were 0.30 at the end of the sample.
In sum, our analysis shows that there are three types of asymmetric increasing trends in dependence in international equity markets, confirming the usefulness of our framework for describing a wide variety of dependence dynamics in international equity markets. For the FR-GE and FR-UK pairs, lower tail dependence contributed more to the significant dependence increase, while for the remaining pairs, upper tail dependence was the main cause of increasing dependence. This indicates that it is important to consider not only the lowertail dependence, or contagion, but also upper-tail dependence to analyze the dependence evolution in equity markets. Investigating the sources of the increases in tail dependences would be interesting, but is beyond the scope of the paper and left for future research.
Robustness Checks
In the previous section, we demonstrated asymmetric increasing trends in dependence in international equity markets. In this section, we check the robustness of our finding with respect to the currency denomination and marginal model specification.
Currency denomination
Our empirical results are based on weekly total market price index data, denominated in US dollars, for FR, GE, UK, and US. This currency denomination is relevant because US investors considering international asset allocation or risk management problems are focused on stock returns in US dollars. However, a natural question arising from the use of US dollardenominated returns is that our finding of increasing dependence in international equity markets could be an artefact of currency unification. For instance, when the US dollar appreciates, stock returns in US dollars for countries other than the US tend to be small, generating positive correlations between stock returns in US dollars. If this tendency becomes stronger as exchange rate markets develop, the result would be increasing dependence, as we mentioned in previous sections. It is, therefore, very instructive to check the robustness of our results against the currency used in the analysis.
To examine the effects of currency on our results, we fit the same SHRC models as those used in the subsections 3.2 and 3.3 to the stock returns in local currency. Table 3 reports the estimates for the SHR copula parameters for each regime and the p-values for the tests discussed in subsection 3.2. As can be seen, the estimation results indicate the same story as before. The latter regime always has larger copula parameters for all pairs and these increases are statistically significant at the 5% significance level. In addition, all country pairs, except the UK-US pair, demonstrate asymmetric dependence in either the first or middle regime at the 10% significance level. However, only GE-UK and GE-US pairs show significant asymmetric dependence in the most recent regime.
We also calculate three copula-based dependence measures for each time period, based on the estimation results from the SHRC model using international stock returns in local currency, and plot them in In sum, the results based on international stock returns in local currencies indicate that our findings of asymmetric increasing trends in the lower and upper tail dependences are not driven by currency unification.
Marginal model specifications
The analysis so far assumed that the marginal model is not time-varying. We impose this assumption for several reasons. First, modeling the time-varying dependence is of primary importance for the main purpose of the paper, which is to examine asymmetric increasing 
Implications for the risk management
In the previous sections, we documented clear evidence of increasing trends in dependence with asymmetry between upper and lower tail dependences in international equity markets.
In this section, we evaluate the economic significance of our empirical results for the risk management. 
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We calculate the portfolio minimizing the one week VaR(0.99) at the end of June every 5 years, based on the estimation results from the best fitting SHRC model for each pair. 13 Then we evaluate the ratio of VaR(0.99) for every 5 year period to VaR(0.99) in 1973, the first year in the sample, to investigate the evolution of risk in international equity markets over the last 35 years. In addition, we calculate the VaR(0.99) ratio for the portfolio minimizing VaR(0.99) 12 We also conducted the same analysis using the upper tail of the stock return distribution as our results indicate that the tails are not symmetrical. We found that increases in the risk measures are qualitatively similar but a little stronger. Our results are omitted to save space but are available on request from the authors. 13 For this calculation, we only consider portfolios with nonnegative weights in each stock. In other words, we do not allow short positions.
doing so, we can examine how the benefits from international diversification changed over time. Furthermore, we conduct the same analysis using the ES(0.99) ratio as another measure of risk.
To calculate the portfolio minimizing VaR(0.99) and ES(0.99), we generate 100,000 data using the estimated best SHRC model for international stock returns in US dollars and numerically solve the minimization problem. For this purpose, we have to generate a random vector (U, V ) from the HR and survival HR copulas, since the SHR copula is a mixture of these two copulas. This can be done using a conditional copula, which can be calculated as a partial derivative of C with respect to the first variable:
For the HR copula, this can be expressed as
from which the conditional copula of the survival HR copula can be also easily calculated.
By definition, if U ∼ U (0, 1) and V ∼ C 2|1 ( · |U ), then (U, V ) ∼ C. Hence, if U and Q are independent U (0, 1) random variables and define V so that
Once we obtain (U, V ) from the SHR copula, the desired data can be produced by transforming U and V with the inverse of the CDF of each marginal distribution. Note that for a marginal distribution, we use the estimated unconditional distribution to capture only the effect of dependence evolution. Given the fact that the 99% VaR and ES are the most widely used risk measures, these changes are important. If a fund manager overlooked the changes in these risk measures, he/she would have substantially underestimated risk, causing a serious problem for a fund with nontrivial probability. It is, therefore, essential to recognize the paper's finding of increasing trends in dependence with possible asymmetry for the risk management in international equity markets.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the asymmetric increasing trends in dependence in international equity markets over the last 35 years. In particular, the paper addressed several important empirical questions, including the number of dependence regimes and the existence of asymmetry in dependence trends. To find answers to these questions, we developed a multiple-regime smooth-transition copula-GARCH (STCG) model. More specifically, we we have to maximize the log-likelihood function with respect to 42 parameters, which is not an easy task. One possibility to mitigate this problem is to develop a MCMC algorithm for the multiple-regime STCG model. Another problem is that few flexible multivariate non-elliptical copulas are available. As we confirmed, accommodating asymmetric dependence could be important for analyzing dependence evolution in international equity markets.
Recently, some flexible multivariate copula models including vine copulas and hierarchical Archimedean copulas are developped. Applying these copulas and examining asymmetric in-creasing trends in dependence across several countries including the emerging markets would be a fruitful endeavor. The results are based on international stock returns in US dollars. 1973 1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 2003 2008 
